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Fault lines in Arcata are capable of causing a 7.0 earthquake. cain 7 
April 22, 1995 Seance 
13 
Arcata High School svach at Thcepr coe
 may nk rei 
10:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 17 
© Main Street America intersects with the Third World ...........17 
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Sports 25 
; ©The story of former HSU track star and 1928 Olympics runner, 
“Cinder-Elta”...... 25 
OPINION 32          
© In last week's Associated Student’s Buciget story, The Lumber- 
jack reported the A.S. would compensate for a budget deficit by 
using $200 out of its unallocated funds, when in fact the amount was 
$300. 
* Jenni Simpeon-Ackerman’s name was spelled incorrectly, and 
- staff member Stacy Ford should have received a byline on the Rick 
© Members of the crew team on 96 were misicrialied. The 
corract ansase, hon leh. ane Pui "bea, Derek Worst, Erik Reeppel, 
Tom Leonardo and Tom Lyle. 
© On April 5 and last week, The Lumberjack reported that if the 
Communications Decency Act is passed by the Senate, on-line 
service providers would be held accountable for any obacene, 
indecent or lewd information peseed through computer networks. Ir 
fact, as amended, the bill would not affect on-line servers. 
The Lumberjack regrets the error. 
  
   
  
  
   




    








or go the spoils 
Musicians come out to play at KRFH’s Battle of the Bands 
  
ine bands fought it out in front of approximet
ely 
during the Battle of the Bands Friday night in 
presented by KRFH, HSU’: 
by Disclaim, a group of three 
Disclaim went on stage second and most of t
he lete-arriving coowd 
miseed its set entirely. 
“We were absolutely surprised to win because 
we played so early,” 
Amter, a senior who will be ing in May
, described Dieclaim’s 
music as “a raw and honest mix of guitar, bess 
and drums.” 
For its effort Dieclaim won four hours of free s
tudio time at Fickle Hill 
beasle. 
‘The remainder of the bands that performed Funk 
if | Kao, Ctectaim’e Dave Arter, the band's 
guitarist and vecsiiet, eal the band “ahoohkealy 
pate emai oo, Kiycen, Morning Weld, 
Spiel Je oarprioed” iy maaiving fret parse 
at dha ate. bd 
Gon and The Manics. 
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Students, 
6 meceseary to ensure past discrimination.” “ roe spoon tocnsure Pi idenndsimaive “BY taking away affirmative action, 
oo et craAprll2.norec. ton, ou ke awey equal opporss ta, Frese mid. Sho id he 
U.S: YOU take away equal opportunity. 
ing on the problem of discrimina- nity,” aid Aden, afrmative scion Supreme Court has ade quows We Cannot have equality 
without 
tion, but disagreeing ona solution. for HSU. “We cannot have _ illegal. Hirin  “preferences” areal- 
, 
Panelists Mike McTigue and equality withoutaffirmativeaction.” lowed after a court decides a busi- affirmative action. 
Jason Seiber, speaking against af-  HSU's Political Science Club nesshasa “proven pattem” of race | 
BRENDA ADEN 
firmative action, said the status of organized the forum on affirmative or sex discrimination, Frazee said. 
HSU affirmative action officer 
minashionhesinpnatio Sens re Toe sveh gloen i era onan Sd ok 
aS
They alto said affirmative action at 7 p.m., and lasted two hours. SS against 
affirmative action,” Seiber she said, isto ae 
sr “Phuyyearsage,proponenta(of “Whencandidatesarcoquallyqual- said, mai i 
affirmative action) assured a skept- fied, a candidate's belonging to a Affirmative 
action can also be “a vi ati 
SE ton wi the an- cal country that affirmative action ‘waditionally disadvantaged group crutch for racists, who say he or iy 
py gee 
swer (in the 60s),” Seiber, ahistory was a temporary measure,” said may be considered, 
among other she got ajob because of affirmative California Rights Enuisawve 
and j senior, said during McTigue, apolitical science senior. things,” Frasee said. action,” Seiber said. “We need to 
pee a an es 
the debate. “Affirmative action is McTigue said people should eee move beyond i,” he exid, “wo 2 
wel aard ent: se 
natioution: sve Initiative ing affirmative In his argument against affirma- Aden, on 
the other hand, said gin with i ing schools, 
——— See ae 
ook. coe wat asa heed a“ up to 
models in a society that discrimi- a” eS 
oo ne ee ase 
of past and present practices of  Frasee said affirmative action cans than The existence of mative action to get 
the best appli- have not increased em- 
er, widu .. aN ane ae WI Li Ash brushes and 
\\ t.40 combs with wooden beleties to genthy 
"s 4 massage scalp. They will not tcar hair or 
scratch the scalp. Three styles for all 
hair or scalp sensitivity. All 
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» Position: legislative + Position:AS.student ¢ Position: graduate 
vice president affairs representative representative 
o Age: 21 o Age: 25 o Age: 27 
; } ¢ Hometown: Forks of  «Hometo
wn:Concord, «¢ Hometown: Glen- 
¢ Major: sociology ¢ Major: Spanish Saimon, Calif. 
NH _ dale, Calif. 
‘Tdiketosetupastu- «‘iMwecouldhavestu ¢ Major: interdiscipii- 
o Major: studio art o Major: biology 
dent-run book e@x- dents working together narystudies, compara
tive “My two main goals ... @ (No comment avail- 
change, continue lob- towardacommon goal of American politics 
will be to start a book ex- able.) 
bying at system levels quality education, HSU ¢ “Education doesn't fit c
hange that would bypass 
to ensure thet our fees could become more inte- in boxes. Explore 
the in- the used book corpore- 
are not increased and grated.” terconnected nature 
of tion (atschool) andto also 
educational quality is general education.”
 have a Humbok® Arts and 
improved ... | oppose 
Music Festival.” 
the student health cen- 
ter fee increase.” 
See A.S., page 6 





































































jo Rt hn 
Both sides of affirmative action 
engaged ina debate April 12, agree- 
ing on the problem of discrimina- 
tion, but di ing ona solution. 
making programs 
scehicmadivesitiaalaesiaesary. 
swer (in the 60s),” Seiber, a history 
and journalism senior, said during 
the debate. “Affirmative action is 
not an end, but a vehicle to an end. 
Aninstitutionis i 
action was meant to be.” 
Panelists Cary Frasee and 
Brenda Aden, ing in favor of 
of past and present practices of 
EER 1, rs 
AAR 




without affirmative action.” 
HSU’s Political Sc ence Club 
organised the forum on affirmative 
action. The debate took place in 
Science B 135. About 50 people 
attended the debate, which began 
“Eid ccuapaenanl 
-_ “Thirty years ago, proponents (of 
affirmative action) assured a skepti- 
cal country that affirmative action 
was a temporary measure,” said ay 
Mc said people should 
consider the Cal fornia Civil Rights init Stcnatiet an 
_ chink it’ 




Many sieundersendfirmative “By taking away affirmative action, 
scion tinkingtmensliingme Yous take away equal opportunity. 
Supreme Court has made orel Hing “preferences” ereal We cannot have equality without 
lowed alter acount decidesabusi- Offirmative action. 
ness has a “proven pattern” of race 
What affirmative action does, 
BRENDA ADEN 
HSU affirmative action officer 
Taliied cemdidees” fa dandva- black role models is “
a strike ied by wont-afascums, Thegesh 
groupe to compete for jobs. against affirmative action,” Seiber shessid,iato 
, 
“Weta =o 
“evaluated according to their cape- 
be considered, among other she got ajob because of affirmative Californi
a Civil Rights Insustive 
i action,” Seiber said. “We need to rated 75 
move beyond it,” he said, “to a Angeles Times The 
effort to 
system based on merit.” b 
Aden, on the other hand, said a with i 
tive action, Seiber said MichaelJor- affirmative action is “a special ef- Mic 
dan and Gen. Colin Powell are role fort to recruit, promote, and re- action. 
7 : 
models in a society that discrimi- oe Se 
“We've had affirmative action 
oe a a said HSU uses fo
r 30 years,” he said, “and we 


















      
  
¢ Major: studio art 
will be to start a book ex- 
chasyge that would bypass      
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Vanessa Payne 
¢ Position: Arts and 
Humanities representa- 
tive 
o Age: 24 
¢ Hometown: Los An- 
geles, Calif. 
_ @ Major: journalism 
@ “I'd like to get a little 
more involved in my last 
year at school and hope- 
fully make some sort of 
change.” 
    
Steve Carne 
¢ Position: Behavioral 
and Social Sciences rep- 
resentative 
Age: 20 
¢ Hometown: Hunting- 
ton Beach, Calif. 
@ Major: political sci- 
ence 
“Currently (the stu- 
dents) are not being rep- 
resented and | will search 
out (their) opinions and 




¢ Position: Behavioral 
and Social Sciences rep- 
raseniative 
o Age: 24 
o Hometown: 
Lancaster, Ohio 
¢ Major: political sci- 
ence 
@ “| want to make sure 
that professors and the 
curricula are satisfying all 
of the students’ educa- larger voice in the student 
tional needs.” government and the way 
HSU operates.” 
¢ Position: Natural 
Resources and Sci- 
ences representative 
o Age: 18 
¢ Hometown: Santa 
Rosa, Calif. 
¢ Major: natural re- 
sources interpretation 
« “| want to make sure 
the students at HSU are 
aware where their in- 
creased tuition fees are 
being placed.” 
Deadline: Fri. April 21st at S5p.m. 
For more info come by the 48 office in the Univ. South Lounge or call 826-4221 
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Wednesday, April 19, 
Plaza feeders in court | 
  
  
    
  
      
    
| | Food Not Bombers negotiate — 
The City of Arcata vs. Food Not 
Bombs case went to trial Thursday 
in Eureka, where one person was... 
found not guilty, another person’s 
case was dismissed and two others 
agreed to a compromise. 
i é 
Jason Wright’s contempt of were dismissed homeless in 
order to get the charges 
ohana ene Holder for lack of evidence he had 
inst them,” Steven 
ing to trial and he was not cooked or served food at the time 
attomey represent- 
guilty by lack of sufficient evidence he was served the temporary re- me 
said. 
Atthe trial, witnesses were straining order. ‘ood N
ot Bombs was issued a 
to testify anda police report, which “The only thing I did waseatthe rest
raining order requiring the 
reported that Jason Wright was food,” Holder said after hearing stop
 serving food because it 
seen carrying buckets away from that the charges had been dis- Ecks a 
health permit. The four 
the Plaza, wae presented as evi- missed. menrebexe 
were changed with con- 
dence. Two others changed with violat- serps a
f court aber 8 police officer 
Christina Huskey, who ingacourtorderagreedtodocom- presented 
a report the 
. gerbe Wright, sad munity service in exchange fo
r a deSendanes were in violative of the 
was not enough evidence to prove  disssiseal of their charges. resatani
ng onder. 
doy Paieroon, toad cok at Arcase's Seleney, rekomnad “beyond a reasonable doubt
” that According to court records, the 
work on Morsay Gar the Gret tease ke nine cays. t 
Back in business | Alumnus to start hunger strike 
ocr ixturmanraee | against alleged police brutality 
is (the contracts) were for- 
2 gine Soe of scabs, written is 
returned serious about 25 percent (of 
See Teties under a the very — 
contract, the approval of would be taking our 
which was called a victory by save,” Zell onkds soforriag to 
was i on March 4, pro- tioned in the contract) would 
moted a meat tiated ieaeatlh 7 _ ce 
cutter’s strike = w w ced locket if Safeway) employ” 
of other em- was S@rOUS... loyees in sce st make a 
iimerton they woud be Ming" 
southern Or fOKING OU ~ that 









      
 
*) will not eat until ... the MOME!ESS Mrpossacam:- 
can at least sleep in Eureka without = swat os 
fear of harassment.” 
geted in the 
| WMametecs evocus  ceadolduing 
TD e Maruh, the Couper Gulch area and ae flenp any el 
EPD ms whele, ShdendnentdeefoctelXSerest. een himeclf, called Botello’s alle- 
According to Milleap, the getione of police brutality “an in- 
dane che comay loon Vonent en an (EPDyouyngtode.”  
    
Franklin’s Service 
  
1605 Giuntoli Lane, Arcata 
822-1975  
  
Wanna right fer 
a newzpaper? 
Take JN 120 and lem too tile ike       
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ster censorship dlegiate 
@ Relationship 
between user group 
and BBS dissolved. - 
Se aan . 
Thenextand possibly fi al chap- 
ter in the rift between the Sequoia 
Macintosh User’s Group and the 
ee 8 BBS has been written. 
between the 
S.MU.G.andihe 3 BBS 
was at a meet- 
ing last Wednesday at which ap- 




30 percent of 
BBS 
that S.M.U.G. 
owns would be 
auctioned off 
and the dues of S.M.U.G. mem- 
bers would be prorated and re- 
funded. . 
The present users of the 
's BBS will retain all their 
ivileges and Smuggler’s BBS is 
still taking new accounts. 
“The with S.M.U.G. 
from day one was that there was no 
consiiion of any | chat it 
under,” said Tom Neer, 
of the $.M.U.G. Board 
Fa. “Ic was essentially 
running on mush.” 
Neer said the next S.M.U.G. 
meeting will be an : 
meeting at which new 
for the group will be set up. 
  
“The entire board of directors 
will be resigning because we want 
to facilitate an clean break foranew 
S.M.U.G.,” Neer said. “We want 
to start with a solid foundation.” 
The day following the April 12 
meeting, the administrators of 
Smuggler’s BBS, Steve Kayner and 
Casey Meaden, posted a message 
to the BBS which read “.. .this was 
not an easy or casual decision for 
us tojoin with theS.M.U.G. Board 
of Directors in to return 
all the member’s remaining dues 
and sell the few pieces of equip- 
ment that S.M.U.G. purchased for 
“The problem with S.M.U.G. from 
day one was that there was no 
constitution or any bylaws that it . 
Smuggler’s Operated under.” 
efits form the two will probably be 
more costly than before. All this is 
the result of the discontent of a 
mere handful of members (8 to 10 
yc” heathen.» 
The message concluded with a 
prediction that “moat of the present 
board of directors will be resigning 
after the process of separation has 
been completed” and that Kayner 
and Meaden will work to continue 
Smuggler’s as a legal, nonprofit 
entity that can accept funding from 
its subscribers. 
“We still don’t have a good 
handle on what’s going to happen 
with the BBS,” 
Kayner said. 
“We're still s eing 
whether or not we 
€ n 
Farnsworth, a 
rom waar %S.M.U.G. mem- 
S.M.U.G. president ber who used the 
Smuggler’s use ... These*actions 
ially wipe out all our efforts 
eee
yc We realise, however, that the 
recent conflicts and those of last 
Rep = we eaem, 
G. Seruggier’s (BBS 
and that the separation ao 
hed become ievitable We also 
BBS until his 
posting privileges 
on March 31, 
called the formal ion of 
S.M.U.G. and 's BBS “a 
Oe soi ” he said. 
“You can’t have a user group ¢s- 
funneling money into a 
run BBS and then 
users to conform to the rules of that 
system. 
“| think S.M.U.G. is dead,” he 
continued. “It was the end of 
S.M.U.G. once the refund checks 
were sent out to the members.” 
a, Se ex- 
dadn't the ftrwl dewéese of the 
user's group. 
“We're trying to revise 
S.M.U.G. aS an or 
ganization which would serve asa 
machi ol fr oa BS" be 
    
 
  
@ City plans to use 
profits to maintain 
other parts of the 
community forest. 
ph 
The Arcata City Council unani- 
mously approved a timber harvest 
plan for two areas in Arcata Com- 
munity Forest at its April 5 meet- 
ing. 
The goal of the plan is to net 
about $250,000 from the two sec- 
tions for the city’s forest manage- 
ment fund. Both sections are east 
of HSU near Fickle Hill Road. 
the money raised from the harvest 
would be used for long-term main- 




-dum from Mark Andre, deputy 
an ae . they could cut less and make the Selective cul in Arcola Community Forest_ Arcat ‘ivForsd to ‘ 
: 
Councilmember Jason same amount ofmoney,” Close said in 
  
The Lumberjack ae 190s 2 
Council approves timber harvest plan 
ccaien: sail eocegpaation: of Oe “| know enough about what's going on in the 
ThesectionstotlaboutGacres COMMunity forest to know it requires a certain amount 
and art expected to yield about 
“ 
500,000 heed feet oftimber, xc. Of lOGging to keep it ecologically balanced, eal 
cording to a March 28 memoran- erwin tal activist 
  
Kirkpatrick saidhehadbeenasked = i 
after Wednesday's vote by many 
people whether the plan was for a 
clear-cut. Kirkpatrick ‘said he 
would like to hear more from resi- 
dents regarding future harvest 
plans. . 
“I'd like to know whether the 
Citizens of Arcata would like to see 
raised by cutting or by some other 
means,” said ’ 





    
  
  
Bring Your Own Bags & Bottles 
Reduce »* Re-use * Recycle 
, any, Many Items Sold In Bulki 
eSpirulina e Herbal Teas 
eBlackTeas § °TeaBags 
e Shampoo eConditioner 
eDishSoap °Lotion 
e Echinacea Tincture 
e Bath Salts 
e Much More! 
OPEN EVERY DAY! 
' 1068 I Street 
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It’s One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The 
Planet. U nless You’ve Stole n It. Your MasterCard? is stolen. You panic, get 
angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is in possession 
SF 
of, oh, 
    
  
 
   
 
   
    
about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when he 
entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you bought, 
—=s and you can get a new card the next day: It'll be accepted at millions of places, 
oC | 




Fault lines trace downtown businesses . 
gw Experts say the Fickle 
Hill fault could play a 
significant role in 
California’s next major 
  
as a 7.0 on the Richter scale, said geology 
Professor Gary Carver. 
The good news is, despite scientists not 
knowing when the next earthquake on Fickle 
ae Fae eer on Bree ee 
"TW think che fut causca an earthquake 
” Carver said. 
HeakhSport 
the fault, he said. 
A scarp is evidence ofa vertical motion in 
the fault, where one side goes up. 
“Ie’s a ri fault with a moderate 
level of activity,” Carver said. 




Given the potential 
ee sedans 
Priolo Act, which controls construction on 
an active fauk, Fickle Hill was added in 
pap ane heal coment eae Soot 
Act was passed in 
1078, and rok effectin Arcasnin 1985, The 
act was written 90 people could not build 
directly on the fault, said Bob Busch, owner 
of Busch Geotechnical and an engineering: 
The act is designed to protect buildings 
from surface rupture, 90 a building cannot 
be within 50 fee of a fault. 
nyt sa 
” Busch said. 
which causes surface rup- 
as 
mitigation is not to build on it,” he 
rheening Si Saye bh 
Casual’ Plan for the City of Arcam, he 
owner of developer ie reaponsible for evalu-  uoch 
ation of the site. 
Ifalot wns meds before 1989, a developer 
   




    
    
    
 
  “We A frectors is 2 crack im the earth wathout 
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\) APRIL 19, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29 
    
   
The fair will be held from 
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. at Arcata 
High School. It is sponsored 
ball at Arcata High pus Center for 
Technology, Power 96.3 FM, 
those dancing shoes because and the Arcata Foundation. 
Arcata High School’s Centen- More information is available 
i at 822-3481. 
meric Bom the “40s 0 the Summer wood 
PiThedancewillbeheldinthe fair n July 
event, which is sponsored by Presenters at College of the 
Safe and Sober Graduation, are Redwoods will answer all the 
$10 general and $5 for students questions residents have about 
in advance and $12 general and wood, but were afraid to ask at 
$7 for students at the door. Wood Fair 95 on July 7, 8 and 
Tickets can be‘purcha ed at 9. 
Arcata’s Plaza Design, New = The event, which has been 
         
  
        




brighten the future at the fourth hibit applications are available 
annual Renewable Energy Fair at (707) 445-6915. 
— compiled by Carrie Bell       
   
   
  
10-11 p.m.~ 
11-12 p.m.~ $1.25 AscherSwam 




   
    
“This beautiful species confines itself entirely to the cae 
fresh water of secluded retreats that occur in our woods. 
Well acquainted with man, it carefully avoids him, 
except during the breeding season...” . 
Sy Caen 9. Redetene 
enhances North Coast. _ 
. 
  
— John James Audubon, 1840 
ood ducks don’t take well to being in proximity of spectators or 
predators, including humans — as well they shouldn't. 
Unlike other waterfowl that spend their days on the open waters 
of bays and lakes, wood ducks make their living in the secluded back waters of 
ponds and marshes, where predation is a constant concem. 
Due to this trait, woodies — as they are 
known — are very skittish and 
extremely cautious when confronted with 
perce panier se ne eater 
, Will imencciately disappear méo the trees. 
Wut disregarding cheis kietioh bet ° . 
E i 
I 
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1 like working wich ouch « bese 




and imeerne sack os 
Sewanee: can a 
forget bout,” whichis where hinjob somes 
in. 
DMchieal as for about 75 wood 
duck boxes Humboldt County, 
aad B epee to Satnoe on sare ae 
nine times during the six month mating sex- 
son of the wood duck. 
Because wood ducks are “cavity nesters” 
— nesting in holes created in trees — the 
eee igned toac- 
commodate this trait. 
The bones are about 
2-end-o-halfices tall, 12 
inches wide and 10 
entrance cut i to th  top 
of the box. 
solicitations of lumber 
and hard- 
Arcata, all are being 
dived, And of those boxes, four had hems in 
them the inet time he went out to band. 
waits the wood check hebsieae 
fectly, he said. “I didn't expect mack 
success my Gret time out . 
Making McNeil’s job as a CWA imem 
even serecter io that it will help wich his 
CARROT pmeraeitn once he 
“The experience is beneficial 00 ary fe- = 
 
  
   
  
 
      
  
  









   
  
    
   
   
    
   
   
   
     
   
    
   
      
     
    
  
    
  
APRIL 19, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29 
\ shu 
1\, wy puzar Tamara, 
For ticket informatica all: 
826-3928 




$10 general and $5 for students 
$7 for students at the door. 
ro aaa shops, earth games 
and editor of Home Power 
The fair will be held from 
Presenters at College of the 
Redwoods will answer all the 
questions residents have about 
wood, but were afraid to ask at 
Wood Fair °95 on July 7, 8 and 
9. 
The event, which has been 
held for the last seven years, 
will offer exhibits, lectures and 
demonstrations to show the 
economic, educational and ar- 
tistic impact of the wood indus- 
try on Northern California. 
free. More information and ex- 
at (707) 445-6915. 
— compiled by Carrie Bell 
  
11-12 p.m.~ $1.25 
12-1 a.m.~ $1.50 
Snsthesd 
10-11 p.m.~ $1.00 jamatcs Red 
    
   
Ascher Stearn 
   
      
   
  
     
“This beautiful species confines itself entirely to the 
fresh water of secluded retreats that occur in our woods. 
Well acquainted with man, it carefully avoids him, 
except during the breeding season...” . 
enhances North Coast. _ 
— John James Audubon, 1840 
Sp Seen 6. Redeene 
ood ducks don’t take well to being in proximity of spectators or 
predators, including humans — as well they shouldn’t. 
Unlike other wat rfowi that spend their days on the open waters 
of bays and lakes, wood ducks make their living in the secluded back waters of 
ponds and marshes, where predation is a constant concer. 
Due to this trait, woodies — as they are 
known — are very skittish and 
extremely cautious when confronted with 
perenne st sense dan- 
ee, iemmecmecehy 
But disregarding their skittich behavior, 
there is eae coanertion woodies have heen 
able to make with humana, and thet is mest- 
ing in boxes installed by California Water- 
Patrick McNeil, a wildlife junior and CWA 
intern, is in change of ; 
inHumbokk CWA 
Cony. His job on 
tails erecting and 
managing wood 
duck nesting boxes, 
I | 
fj






re th if 
 
tr fogs bout i,” whichis where hinjob comer 
in, 
Michell is 
duck boxes Humbold: County, 9 
and is expected to check up on each box 
son of the wood duck. 
eal ad tthe be An  of t ove oxes, four had 
them dhe inet tie he went out bo band. 
padeay be mid, 9 Wash expe 
ay, he said. “I didn’t expect 
seccess avy Got ame cut 
MeNed’s job as a CWA aterm 
Gifebateonten 
“The experience is beneficial to my fa- 
Cavuto bend 
     
  
  
     
   



















Among most toxic members of deadly plant family | 
Please don't eat the cockspur coral tree 
| oS Sy Greg M gs ee ttwhite wood, The 
: Greenhouse plant 
beautiful red flowers usually 
have been used for cov plons in here ae poo spe ori ero 
everything from a ous they're not joking, 
The genus Erythrina (from the . 
diuretic to a natural is te Scocsper cond tex.” o a ano
eall 
rat 0isoN. Erythrina crista-galliin 





      
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
papbctdia Students General Elections : 
Sample Ballot < 
Ballot Initiatives 4 Student Body Offic. 
As an advisory vote, should the fees that you pay for the Student 
Health Center be increased from $36 per semester to $53 per | asker 
semester next year? 
OYes QNo . 
Would you be in support of a campus technology fee, of $36 per 
semester, to be used to upgrade computer lab hardware and 
software, establish a computer help-desk, and supply a software 
library? 
QYes QNo 
* Do you recommend that current and future campus-based fees be 
controlled by a committee comprised of a majority of students and 
chaired by a student representative to that committee? 
QYes QNo 
Would you like to see the University restructure the General 
Education requirement so that you can take classes which are 
interdisciplinary, team taught, and meet multiple area requirements in 
one course? 
QO Yes QNO 
Should Humboidt State move to integrate the American indian and 
Alaskan Native history into its rightful place in the American institution 
requirements? 
QYes QNo ’ 
Would you support HSU's implementation of an all pedestrian campus 
with areas for bikeways? 
Q Yes QNo 
Should the A.S. use student fees to purchase 75--100% recycled 
paper? 
QYes QNo 
Should HSU use reused paper for all uses other than official off- 
campus correspondence? 
QYes QNO 
Would you support inetituting a statewide voter referendum to 
seperate Northem and Southem Califomia? 
Q Yes QNo 
Would you support a statewide voter referendum on the 
establishment of an autonomous Republic of Caiifomia? 
Q Yes QNo 
Do you feel that night-time parking fees are a hindrance to students? 
Q Yee QNo 
Do you support the abolition of the night-time parting fee? 
Q Yee GNo 
still open. 
Deadline: Friday April 21 6 p.m. 
For more information come by the A.8. office. 
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@ Opponents say 
on-line services 
could still be liable. 
a 
Recent amendments to the 
Communications Decency Act — 
added to protectservice providers 4.0 
from liability — may not actually 
help mua ahd oppeneats ates 
legislation, if passed into 
Communications Decency Act changes 
may not save on-line access providers 
of service, they getadefense.” like this 
that says ‘obscene com- 
these defenses will munications’ they can look to any 
aid service providers, state the com
munication either 
they might createincentiveforser- o
riginated from or was going to,” 
vice providers to enforce policies
 Steele said. “It would be a 
com- 
of censorship on their particular munity stan
dard they're looking 
i i _~ for — th
at would be part of the 
obscenity definition. 
“With indecency, usually the 
Federal Communication Commis- 
sion for radio and television has 
established ‘safe harbor times.’ 
itis OK to put indecency out there 
and times when it’s not OK based 
on when they perceive children 
are more likely to be listening to 
the broadcasts or not.” 
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Road to Bali 
Eureka wom 
@ Merry Coor, Eureka businesswoman, relishes in NC um 
bringing a wider variety of experiences into Humboldt |\aae 
_County through her bead and imports s ore. 
rom batik to wooden beasts to exotic beads Eureka’s Merry Coor 
opens the door to Balinese culture for Humboldt residents. Hidden 
among the antique and conservative storefronts of Eureka’s Old 
Town, there is a set of bright green and red doors that serve as the entrance to 
a different land. 
Merry Coor, 34, owns those doors and 
ing inside Talisman, a bead and im- 
port store at 214 F St. The store specializes 
in art pieces, music, ing and beads im- 
ported from the villages of Bali. 
Humboldt 
County to 
ago. “I hated it,” she said. worst 
ings about it were that it gets kind of mind- 
less after awhile and you hear all kinds ofbad 
news. 
Travel became soi to Coor, who 
moved from Navy base to Navy base as a 
G00, fon tn ducted nen nde ee 
“When you spend most of travel- 
ing around, it is hard to sit still in one place. 
I tried to find a job where I could travel. 
When I couldn’ find one, it seemed logical 
pe be Biaely 
original Talisman, located a couple 
of blocks up the street, carried only 
and other items to design . 
ahecgoiteneieniiamaionetis a  
she decided to start importing from Beli. 
npr cht ye ae wae j 
explained. “I have always — 
indonesia. I had been asking hie tc take ave 
to Beli. He Gnally took me and inroduced 
hen one te 
putes Poop 2,147 = 
land in the Sumda Island chain in Indonesia. 
It is a tropical bastion of arte and religion 
+ 700i, Fhe couary caper seme bes 
being surrounded by natives, 
outa ante ath eeuenes o 
Somme. 
“You ate wp there avd are so diferent 





than they are, but they treat you with so 
will smile at you and 
try to communicate,” she explained. 
:Coor had a chance to see Balinese culture 
up close during her three-week stay. She 
started to learn more about the Hindu 
and Buddhist reli- 
According to 
Jensen’s book, the 
Balinese are fond of 
music, poetry, dance 
“They do ceremonies three 
or four times a day to their gods. 
There is always a and music. I re- 
member for one day’s festival you couldn't 
use any electricity. You had to be 
ere oe 
beer and played cards which was 
probably sacrilegious,” she said. 
aes in primary rea- 
“I went to how to import and 
things to Gill the store,” she said. 
heck, it secens like I went to make a whole lot 
of mistakes as weil.” 
Coor’s friend in the import business went 
along the first time to “act 2s her business “It is incredible the number of times you 
consulzant snd help limit the amount of mis- will pay two much for something,” she suid. 
takes” she said. an Oe ee oe 
Coor oan oa 
probleme in numerous ar- 
eas including language, Every- 
“Kinch there | enh th  ofmo ey. 
barrier, more 
muses were sil mamcle. that I have 
“You can point with. 
write numbers down. Te = 
& 
  
he tries to explain it to the time. 
soems to et hoot im the days an 
translation. chee mrane 
Cone seid “in kes sorne 
oS ome and ie 
ee encommened, 
Seates.” She said wistakes are 
eee ‘tes com- 
oe tacoma 
TADSIA 12 0 & MdI | 
an explores foreign culture 
Tallemen quner Geny Coser, chown here with her bind Chewy, imparts 
aroawuras wom Gal. 2, lett, a ying horse exhenows He soerse coteciion. 
= 
  
   
Coor has to crate everything before she 
leaves, have & flown to Sen Francisco and 
driven by truck to her store. 
Other problems include mold 
caused by Bali’s tropical climate and 
ee Coor, who imports about 10 to 15 crates 
sees out s 
wooden masks and boxes, fying wood carv- 
. Se bey what bevauee if « 
docen’t sell i can tebe it home and put it im 
my house,” she said. “The is I 
neta to salve the best eum home. | sithere alll 
=e, 
Coor ratecs “vowhet t e market - 
will bear.” lteme in the store range from an 
ornament for 88 Go $120 for the weeping 
Budidha in the window. 
The stores best sellers are the 
and wooden masks, Coot said 
are alot of people who collect masks in the 
area which hes causes her 00 increase the 
rasndves she imports. 
See Talisman, page 20 
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Solar refrigerators: an 
asset to developing nations 
@ Sunfrost’s energy-conscious refrigerators make it possible for 
developing nations to preserve perishable medical supplies without 
the hassle of a centralized power source. 
By Greg Magnus 
ceping things cool is a hot item in the third world — and that’s what has helped make Arcata’s 
Sunfrost Refrigerators such a success. Formed by University of California at Santa Barbara 
graduate Larry Schlussler, Sunfrost has been making low-energy, high-efficiency refrigerators for house- 
hold use and third world medical clinics for the last 11 years. 
“I moved up here to do some solar-power consulting _—_ Building a better refrigerator doesn’t stop with making it 
in Willow Creek,” Schlussler said.“ThenI gotagrantto _ just energy-conscious — it has to work out in the real word, 
work on a solar-power project. Well the money ran out a fact that Sunfrost has proved again and again. 
and I was stuck with this prototype for a refrigerator that “Sunfrost refrigerators are just more reliable,” Flint said. 
runs on solar . That’s when I realized here wasa “There was this medical team in Sierra Leone ( a small 
need for refrigerators like the one I had.” country on the east coast of Africa) who had to evacuate 
their clinic because ofa war. When they were able to return 
Why are they better? 
Sunfrost makes four sizes of refrigerators: a 19-cubic- refrigerator was still working - 
foot, a 16-cubic-foot, a 12- and a 4-cubic-foot version. The “Plus they’re sturdy too,” she said. “The Department of 
smallest version, the 4-cubic-foot is used by third world — Forestry was flying one into a national forest with a helicop- 
ter on this line. Well, the helicopter got into 
Te atl exes we sel we "OUr fefrigerators Sertedwanticline. Thee docu 
pple Iving in romets wea CO’ QOOC THINGS, tend cheat o weak haw de « it 
thout decency," he aid. HOW CAN GNyONe siaueps eteted endo dea tocanse 
Shige. COMPIGIN COUT Sativa nleageditinard twee fine. There was 
tors overall with more than 1,000 saving electricity?” & ight cosmetic flaw, a crack on the cabinet but 
it 
The a nee having anything ill to say 
LARRY Souesiem sbout refrigerators secms to be Con- 
: 7 P nd n’Tihey dda test survey on us butt happened 
ccaoscunerdpitaiiataneeedioen haute going Seeeee dnlgnyeabioe,” Vinteaid. “Flaws 
anal Malaysia. oo ain Clk cae betaine welts ctr sshiguutns, Ge 
compressor are on top, so Consumer Reports 
Content with tee Giird workd eongnnned Gas ake Diy epeaed Gea door bh Gta a 
“Our initial contact with the third world was our stuff uke that.” 
vaccine refrigerator,” Trabue said. “There were lots of a _ 
they Business with conscious 
“Our contract to the third world is primarily through 
Work Heakd Onpudeaion. We uateold 12 vaccine rig: 
coum to Hondas Gann to 0 aid program. 
aponcoring help to 
car with the peak time ing the winter months 
which are hot summer for like Africa and 
~slioe bandh ship to the third world , iow we depende on 
eee teotaenpedne = veaodehe yee 
compere volmae vernea solee we mnie leae dollar pee eid, 
Tisnch-dy cheneiamsubtanvaphr con tai 
The ee 
om SoUntTy are current). 
“aWee SOB raarig ayear. Each one of chem 
ee eee eee 
robigarmat were onee imee 8 
“inte ove tuted meter pool oms atl weal oe ; 





@ Humboidt County coffee importers iliustra 
interdependance of the U.S. and its third      
 
housands of people in Humboldt County start the 
number two exported commodity in the world- coffee. 
export, it also employs 25 million people worldwide. 
“Most people don’t think of coffee as a commodity,” John Hall, ps 
Bay Coffee Co. said. “It’s like gold, it means gold to everyone.” 
Humboldt Bay Coffee is the only 
company in Eureka, and one of two in 
County. Coffee is becoming more and more 
growmg 
“I believe it’s been growing 30 
your for the at 15 pou,” Hal said. “People re 
ma ay Sa eee 
collee roemth Humboldt 
in San Frencieso and Ne 
Orizans. 
Brokers handle cust: 
exported to o her coun 
containers, each contain 
of coffee. The collice ist 
panies, Hall said. 
aod 

















‘The duietion of any 
  
sedi ai 19, 1995 19 
 
   ~. ~~. 
2er 
ers illustrate the growing 
its third world neighbors. 
    
County start their day consuming the 
he world- coffee. Not only is it the No. 2 
»ple worldwide. 
ty,” John Hall, partner in the Humboldt 
| to everyone.” 
ae eas Se ee 
rohers handle custome 00 alow cofice wo be 
abe vhahding 10,000 rhands iners, cach container 
fice. The coffee is then sold to roasting com- 
es, Hall said. 
and Genet Foods  buy >t 
> Foodie ine ing) 
companies buy th  finer 
ae 
pany, located on 211 F Sereee 
| uuees tie bap one percent of cose 
utr en the prema 
an a eae 
"Tr nislillineadtl 
| ofthe cofice business. - 
| Sees 





e have close connections @itk 
  
bo nepedontidparty erngergi 
anaemia ” Lee- 
Thomas saed. es 
low, since the bean has three layers of husk, a shell 
anda and to then roasted. 
A telr Wade 
One culfee that does noe deal 
with brokers is Equal in Mase. 
“"Ohar mekonton ie to create more haar trade 
relations beeween U.S. consumers and 
email acai Sermers,” said Rink Dickinson, 
director of sehen saul meriveting an  vebe- 
  
  
“All money goes fo 
farmers, not brokers in 
New York, wealthy land 
owners, middie men or 
loan sharks. It’s all 
about paying for your 
coffee up front to the 
farmers.” 
MARK SWEET 
Far left, coffee sacks from around the 
wortd, including the continents of South 
America, Africa and Asie. 
At left,John Hall, co-owner of the 
Humboldt Bay Coffee Co., explains the 
process of roasting and brewing cofice, 




encouraging organ Equal Exchange 
en and what alflect Gor aacnunily hone is educating 
hee Oe keg retro Crp a 
Co-ops are 
formed by people who live in on e area and yo Exchange helps email scale 
sometimes cre Use lanal, Dickinson farmers is paying a wage when prices are low 
said. Each person has a vote in the and the market price plus premiums when the mar- 
which has an elected board of direcsors to oversee hes io high. 
the buying and selling of goods. Between the years ae -:. 
caer =
anegyindionsle 
paying 2 fair 
agncaant to the Earw- 
wie caren 
Saahue gos 
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Students witness darker side of Zimbabwe 
@ Students experience Africa first-hand 
by participating in exchange program. 
ovo 
or six months of 1994, Mario Villalobos and Juli 
Hughes were able to experience a culture very differ- 
ent from their own and interacted with people previ- 
ously encountered only through lectures and books. 
Men and women meet at the 
water holes in the villages of Zim- 
babwe rather than the watering 
  
holes of Arcata. “Western influence has come in 
Fortunes are told by throwing alot,” he said. “I don’t know if (the 
bones and rocks on the ground _ influence) is damagi g but biologi- 
instead of reading tea leaves in cally speaking yes, because there 
China town.. will be a population : 
Herbs and Different 
spices are mixed Jimbabwe-~=~—te forms of enter- 
in a rem- tainment iti- 
edy forailments by cluded much 
a N’anga, or tradi- of what 
tional healer, in- Villalobos and 
stead of the medi- 
cations and sy- used to— night 
ringes used in the clubs, dancing i 
United States. and movies— j 
Taking advan- but they lived 
tage of the oppor- in the Ameri- 
tunities offered by canized sub- 
the CSU-spon- urbs of Harare 
sored Interna and outside the 
tional Student Ex- city lay adiffer- 
change program, ent culture. 
Villalobos and Villalobos 
Hughes traveled said that the 
from the United food was gen- 
States to Zimba- | erally less ex- 
bwe and spent six pensive and 
months in the de- customers 
third-world country. were able to in with the 
“We wanted to experience adif- women who have vending 
ferent culture ... and get the most carts out full of vegetables. 
out of Villalobos said. Villalobos found casual conver- 
He and Hughes lived with a __ sation difficult, because the formal 
professor near the University of wnndihot in the classroom 
at  that used in daily 
influ- interactions. 
ence has brought such items as "heen to Villalobos, alll of 
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the classes at the university were when (a woman) gets married she 
taught in English. Before taking Vine cuanieed pilles sibowe Sesealy marcie doe Senily,” he 
classes in their major area of study, ing students around the cam- said, adding that if a man and 
students took courses to speak pus with tear gas and he and sev- en honk ene a 
Shona, Zimbabwe's native lan- val cher gdh sok uge in- married, the woman moves to 
 Wiidlobos side The entire univer- husband’s and takes care of 
also noticed that, un- ‘sity was surrounded by agate and him and his family. 
like Burger King, the customer there was no way to get out. When they first arrived at the 
can’t always have it his way. — lifewaseven University of Zimbabwe, 
He described an incident where more worn see Villalobos and Hughes had both 
he had received a package at the re vera may been Geography majors. When 
office from his parents and peoples retained they returned to Humboldt Seate 
was asked to pay the equivalent of Lar ae sea Te eae 
$150 U.S. dollars when his par- _ ing to Villalobos. because of their disillu- 
ger “The women doa lot of work ... ee 
When he and Hughes were 
looking for a place to live after ° 
returning from a 
trip through Africa, some of the 
landlords suggested bribery 
would be in getting what 
wanted. 
Zimbabwe had only recently 
ite from Brit- 
ain in the °80s and, according 
Villalobos, the country is still go- 
According to Villalobos, the 
of Zimbabwe is a de- government 
mocracy only in theory. He said it 
is militaristic and consists of just 
“I chink there was alot of tension 
because - government had just 
ts independence and 
pa (of the students) 




© Continued from page 17 
“Business has picked up 
since | made the move to Old 
Town,” she said. “I even have 
cunetepdies Sieweqnemnt 
know their tastes weil   
Chewy the cockateal mimicks hie owner Merry Coor. 
ignorance,” sh  said. 
“Some rednecks came in and 
seemed to get a kick out of the 
ladies. They said stuff 
the hell is this?” or 
‘Look at that. Her hooters are 
ing,”” she said. “I made 
angry. This is their 
cleansed youtavateceepen 
that.” 
Coor, who has lived in places 
such as Egypt and Greece, feels 
this county is in need of places 
like Talieman and she has no 
Peas oy oe bth 
my store is 
anew culture to 
that they may never have had a 
chance to view,” sh  said. 
ie will cour t wwiertandg tan 
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Don Quixote rides again 
‘Man of La Mancha’ is dream come true for departments 
 
R.E.M.'s first U.S  tour in five 
years. 
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Dell’ Arte students 
by domniser Merine 
The answering machine warned 
to keep their children at 
home, the entrance had a sign cau- 
tioning and the pro- 
The Dell’ Arte School of Physi- 
cal Theatre lived up to its pledges 
of bawdiness, explicitness, 
vulgarness and crudeness in “An 
Evening of Commedia Dell’ Arte” 
Friday, as the players skipped their 
usual made-for-schoolchildren 
performances and entertained a full 
house in Blue Lake with tales of 
penises. 
Roses are gray, Violets are black. It's 
just not the same without color, is it? 
99¢ 
10% Seedent Diccnmel with Siedent LD. 
Dion valid) with cdr ofdsa, pootage &: chiggleg oarvicws. 
Open 7 Der Weienterpeg: “Suave. 16th & G St th & V St 
the copy center 445.3334 
et bawdy 
oct Ls re 
Jas a fairy tale, which was Snow 
Seven Dell’ Arte students per- 
formed their way through a Snow 
White version never found in any 
storybook, complete with four 
stomping little men, a Snow White 
with an attitude and black velvet 
and a talking oak. 
Arte students. dis- 
  
   
   
     
    
    
seemed to jump off their character 
Shake your eco-groove thang 
     
 
    
one ase Each band will play for about an 
 
The all-day/ all-night concert 
will feature nine bands, a visual 
presentation courtesy of Bauchus 
tables, massage services, food, lo- 
cal beers, a wet bar and a few sur- 
Confirmed bands are: Inspirie, 
Coe a meepe aars 
Widked bevy, Cot Flee Cir 
cus, Hooka, Used Karma and 
Mozaik. 
The event will be held at the 
Masonic Temple on G Street in 
Any music aficionado on the 
North Coast knows there aren’t 
many venues in the area that can 
deliver quality music on a large 
hopes to change that. 
BEP wants to offer an opportu- 
nity for local artists to perform in 
    
   
    
ARCATA EUREKA 
822-8712        
 
   
   
   
   
   
    
Festival organizer Jason 
said diversity will be the key to the 
first ever music extvavaganza. 
“We have a lieshe bat of every- 
bluegrass, jatz, reggac aru] 
” Brown said. “There are no 
aners. Everyone will share the 
find for this purpose,” said. 
“['m not even sure what to ex- 
pect other than a good time,” he 
  
   
  
Your last pair of jeane are 
in the wash... and clase 
etarte in half an hour!   
 
Heyle on Evelation: by Se Fred Eeayis 
“Tse chance that bigher lide forme aight inave canemged ix Ola way le 
with the chance hat ‘a cmeds eweeging Grpagh + oompweria 
iret niet seeate Beg 1 oom SE, 
 
qerted Gove Ole etice to Mona, vst. 3, 12 
Oye... h     
clothing. 
bargains on the latest 
3 led fashions. 
leyville Grand 
_ WR Comal Ave, Pickinieyis - 637048 
 




hour and a punk show will wind ing t 
some of the actors through holesin 
An instant rapport was devel- 
ferent students introducing each 
scene in a form all their own. 
Dell’ Arte School of Physical 
Theatre is a professional training 
program of Dell’ Arte, Inc. The 
theater is housed in Blue Lake. 
Dell’ Arte is attempting to raise 
$665,000 to renovate and expand 
its building. More than half of the 
has been raised and Dell’ 
Arte has pledged to break ground 
in Blue Lake 
To find out more information 
about Dell’ Arte and its produc- 
tions, call 668-5663. 
Festival celebrates Earth Day 
with live music, food, wet bar 
said. 
“Our band is about trying to 
heal the earth and I can’t think ofa 
ares 
The Earthday Musicfest is the 
biggest show Used Karma hasbeen 
involved in. 
“Wejusthad a pretty show 
eeninie é we done,” ~ 
Matthews agrees that the arca 
needs more shows like this to give 
local bands a chance to play to 
larger audiences. 
there is the better,” Matthews saad. 
The Musicfess °95 will 
begin at 3 p.m. on April 22. Ad- 
~ mission is $8 in advance and $10 at 
the door. Tickets can be purchased 
at the Works, People’s Records 
and the Fortuna Book . 
For more information call 725- 
1396 or 899-3210. 
          
   
  
   
 
- day job ee no heath ner 
is a life of extremes and there isn’t 
a very large middle class.” 
With the recent 
w¢Wecan afford to exist and con- 
centrate on our music,” Brown 
said. “But we still don’t have health 
or dental insurance, which is what 
we really need. The rock 'n’ roll 
“artist-friendly” 
record deal and the release of“Mo- very 
torcade of Generosity,” Brown 
Seels the bend’s atxcas has changed, 
“We are kind of nowhere night 
occa ae 
ing in Sacramento and the 
Area. You have to 
igger Gieh comes and eats you. 
we are like plankton in a 
gant sen because we released an 
album . It starts to make = Te i tems 
mento wasn’t a bad place to start 
the band. 
Despite performing music good enough to est, Case's members chose the name because of lis 
> Stns and docksive shenalilsn. Toad Repe, Grog row, Jon eCrwa, Yielor Hamian and 
Vines DiFlorw Heh to vilgie) asco had ths idias of sammething ceted on Keo mud on 9 ches. 
cording that didn’t have alll the live 
energy. That is so trendy now,” 
Brown said. “We just try to make 
che bese wecan. 
follows is fine with us. We just 
Francisco Bay Guardian also of- 
fered, “Cake doesn't ask you to 
suck its angst.” 
Beowa saéd fans should expecta 
different sound on “Motorcade” 
than hewring the hamd live. 
ecetdieateeietiees 
and we aren't all cha slick of mausi- 
i liethe 
Sfjoy out of ud make the snd 
= “rows ei “You 
socom ores 
br peop an mas raed 
The music Cake serves audi- 
ences is a mix rockabilly, "70s cop 











sloppiness and Mark Arm's sar- 
castic vocals. This time, 
Mudhoney broke the mold and 
actually wrote songs that com- 
ment o  society. 
“P.D.K. (Fearless Doctor Kill- 




= The problem with this self-im- 
- age is there is only one Ozzy. Any 
other to mimic The 
‘This band serves as a flashing 
a beacon of hope to musicians 
around the world: Ifthese guys.can 
get signed to a label, anybody can. 
album 
T 
” is a concept album ap- 
party abot outer space, with 
Washead,”“Look to Your Orb 
the Warning” and “Ego, the Liv- 
ing Planet.” 
This CD should have been cargo 
  
~The Dirt of Lack” 
Don't be fooled by the name. Helium is no lightweight 
plenty of distortion, a quintessen- 
“lame lige 9 RG mAb 
The center of the band iz Mary, 
who exudes an of 
“The Dist of Luck.” She 
beautifully, evident on “Pat's 
Trick,” but will do so only on her 
terms. 










    
 
male Humboldt State Col- 
graduate made his- 
aguaaien Te 
On the Fourth of July in 1928, 
Elta Henricksen (formerly 
Cartwright) became the first 
woman to earn a spot on the U.S. 
S= eee 
a tent the team, she was as 
State Teachers’ College 
the school i 
While at she set a 
world record in the women’s broad 
jump (now called the long jump). 
Winning runner makes history 
e 
EHS and then followed her pupil 
to Humboldt State 
Henricksen graduated from high 
school. 
After Henrickson graduated won 
from Humboldt, she went down to 
Herron’s home near Stanford to ( 
train for the Olympic Trials on the 
when dash, and 
Henricksen won the national — 
championshipe four times in her 
career: once in the 50-meter dash 
(her fastest recorded time was 5.9 
twice in the 100-meter 
once in the broad 
jump (with a of 19 feet). 
Triale, she 
50-meter 
Gch, and the 1 dash 
equaling a then-world record of 




were only allowed to compete in 
five events — discus 
throw, the high jump, 400-meter 
rely, 800 cer run, ane the 100 
a track and star at Humboldt 
    
 
Cardinal’s track. 
She went on to win three more 
medals | in the 1928 U.S. 
  
STEVE GREGOR UMERUREE OTAPE 
che Henrickson shows off one of her gold medals from t
he Olymnple Triate in 1628. 
First baseman stretches talents to the limits 
@ Hard-hitting All-American Jennifer Fritz’s work ethic 
owe her to oxcel in the field and at the plate. 
SlauerTe 
So aes Sip site Se patty Sew 
  
   
     
    
  
 
predestined. “Her iw besser th
en lect year,” he aaid. 
Such io he fie of HSU collin pare Jenne The improvement hes come 
as a result of her 
Fries. With dedication to practice. 
in 900 times of tec: wd ang “She hes a work e
thic,” Cheek said. “Go the 
average of $77 Gourth on the team), abe mo you'll be a winn
er.” 
with the way pod meme nag an a
 
down in the dumps because ea (ech 
anger etre toi! ,temcipetastt San, Goaca 
That's what Fries is, for exowBence. 
odebanawea aoe he oe — Vics 
bs te we 
siowations, A sd she fr in tke he om 
eg s See Betts, page 29  




SOFTBALL FAST PITCH 
TOURNAMENT 
April 20, 21, 22 
Sign up in the Intramural Office 
by APRIL 17 
April 27, 28, 29 










Elta: Still golden 
© Continued from page 25 
During the delay, Henricksen was 
asked to go into the movie busi- 
ness — mainly for her shapely legs. 
“My mother didn’t want me to 
go,” she said. 
Once the uniforms were done, 
the team embarked on a five-day 
cruise to Amsterdam. It was 
onboard that ship Henricksen 
would meet aman who would later 
he'd take me to Paris ifI won,” she 
said. “He wasn’t —— back 
“I ended up going to Paris and 
all over ith a bunch of 
i ” she said. 
Aside from meeting MacArthur, 
being on the ship has many un- 
memories for Henricksen. 
“A lot of us got sick and I never 
really got over it,” she said. The 
eer eae 
clohungmbet lithe elon dala’ 
Tor had wool training pants 
which were itchy and scratchy,” 
she eaicl. 
The time on the ship was ex- 
ea ne 
 
team members were required to 
stay on the ship after its arrival in 
Amsterdam. 
“I waited onboard the ship 
about a week before I got to do my 
event once we got there,” she said 
due to false starts. First, the women 
onone side of Henricksen jumped 
the gun. Then the women on the 
steer dle tha Onis Gite, A 
legal start by all was finally made, 
Se eee 
finals. Elizabeth Robinson — who 
finished second to Henricksen in 
the trials — would end up winning 
the gold medal. 
“[ didn’t run fast enough,” she 
said. “They said, ‘Why didn’t you 
win?’ The only reason I could 
think of was, ‘I didn’t run fast 
SO tare, bing sich lowed me 
down. But I just said, ‘I didn’t run 
fast enough.” 
When Henricksen arrived 
home a parade with five bands was 
held in her honor in Eureka. 
Henrickesen described her entire 
she will never forget. 
After the Olympics, she taught 
school in Petrolia for two years, 
ae running a nursery in 
— .Mickey and Minnie 
eee tees 





Henricksen married her first 
husband, Leslie Stromberg, in 
1932. The couple went to the Los 
e
moon and remained together until 
*s death in 1957. 
In 1960, she went to London to 
up with a tour group going to 
cs inRome. While in 
Europe, “I met my second hus- 
band (Menard Henricksen) who 
lived in Ferndale and knew my 
first husband. He (Menard) was 
there to watch the Olympics too. 
“Menard and I went back to 
the stadium (in Amsterdam) to 
get my picture taken in the same 
spot I was in a oe the (28) 
“I had two aed hus- 
bands,” Henricksen said . 
However, Henricksen still 
hasn’t lost her sense of humor. 
“People used to tell me that n 
brains were in my feet,” she sai 
recalling about how she was once 
20 dedicated to track. Th  people 
who made such comments might 
be surprised to look at the two 
hoswes che ovrns. 
“[ made the floor bor both 
of my houses — I own the one 
in Arcata and this one (in 
Ferndale),” she said. 
Aker she stopped running the 
nursery in Ferndale and subse- 
gendered, Henicion ook 
“ lot of ” she rite tlt 
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Flores looks for high of nationals again 
  
coon Ae deh in four events for Sst earebes 
conference meet. Sara Flores does this well enough 
to have earned provisional national 
— Rouee qualifying standards in the 1 ,500- 
,3,000-, 5,000- and 10,000-meter 
Mondays are hard enough on 
students, but for studentathletesit SOG Flores 
For cross country All-American 
Sara Flores these kind of Mondays 
are a commonplace. 
Inher quest for success she rode 
six hours last Friday to compete in 
the Oregon Invitational in Eugene, 
raced the 1,500-meters in a per- 
sonal best of 4 minutes, 40 sec- 
onds and arrived back to Arcata at 
about 4 a.m. 
Sunday she spent most of the 
day in the — after some 
sleep — and still had to be ready to 
run five sets of 1,200-meters in 
Monday’s rain. 
But that’s what makes her an 
outstanding distance runner, no 
matter what she encounters in dis- 
tance or difficulty she just keeps 
going. 
It is the common cycle of stu- 
dent athletes: attend classes in the 
morning, afternoon run and 




Veer: Junior =. Agus: 21. 
High Soksol Bel 
Kemetoun: Gel Geren - 
Born: Guadalajara, Wasdoo 
1 Stem $,000m 
4:40.17 10:06.51 
§,000m 10,000 
17:31.50 37:55.00     
) al 
SOURCE: HBL Spore intermasen 




   
    
     
   
- ErTlowes, Cosch 
races. Not to mention she has the 
fastest NCAC times in the 3,000 
(10:06.51) and 5,000 meters 
(17:31.50), holds the second best 
conference timein the 1 500 meters 
(4:40. 17)and fourth fastest 10,000 
meter time (37:55. 14). In last 
country 
All-American honors by placing 
12th in the 5K race with a time of 
18:30 last November at the NCAA 
re
in Kearny, Neb. 
“At nationals I felt so great,” 
Flores said. “I didn’t even feel 
g re 
ing the NCAC Championships on 
May 12, Flores is hopeful she can 
feel that same “runner's high” 
“When I am feeling bad during 
workouts, it helps me to think that 
= feel that good again,” she 
her stride 
— wack with a 
determined look of conhdemce on 
her face as she does the interval 
workout, it looks like no amount of 
Sieinercorst is 
romnang, slow,” saad graduate teach- 
ing assistant Jolly Earle, as she 
timed the intervals on Monday. 
With a trip to the national chame- 
almost certain 
Wiliams 
said it is a matter of time to see 
which exam se wm gamle © 
before he determines if she can 
compete at that level for more than 
one event. 
“If she gets im for two events 
we'll sce how they're scheduled 
and decide if one event will sap her 
——— 
said event 
at the national secet soneetionen 
lows only briel recovery for run- 
rrladnaan 
   
    
 ee 
dunior Sern Flores continuce her quest for exceBence even 
when the North Coast weather desen't cooperate. — 
ners, which becomes more difi- 
cule because athletes will be run- 
ning for All-American status and 
expending whatever strength they 
have. Since Flores could 
a. in four ies 
on assessing 
ton by event and Soames 
to see which race she bess 
chance for All-American honors, 
then deciding whether or not to 
enter her im more than one event, 
once she 
Flores a a native p 
Mexico. Her family moved to the 
Seer years abe cum 
of but she hopes to be 
eee 
her math teacher preparation de- 
gree. Flores hopes to teach and 
coach at the high school level even- 
Abou runing i important 
to Flores, she said sometimes the 
bray vchedede 
asker capt asa 
foal ioe Pe owt on watch- 
brother and sister: wp. 
Iealy lve my oy 
the loneliness of train- 
being fer from home, Flores 
Sov cncaty alethindoers 
soenetianes.a good book. Aleough 
she doesn’t have much spare time, 
Ties. Sann op steel oF ae 
with her high school friend 
‘Te se omtedaade pretty ss 
oy eine ie a out 
experience new 
Flores said. “She's like a 
=r 
Flores aleo credsts her _toooeeati 
helping ease the loneliness of be- 
away from friends and faenily. 
Pm down and 
as One oe ae 
oa
Alchongh she eles Flores for inepi- 
“she still out of her way to 
take care of the family.” 
eee 




RENTERS RIGHTS SEMINAR RENTERS’ RIGHTS SEMINAR 
"sf é RENTERS' RIGHTS 
Presentedby 
The Humboldt Legal Council and the 
Activities Coordinating Board 
  
: = 
For more info call: The Humboldt Legal Center 12 
BQ8-3824 = 
Funded by Activities Coordinators Board and 4B “ 
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moved from center field to first 
base. 
“She’s an athlete,” Che k said. 
“Athletes can do that.” 
Although Cheek admits he hasa 
lot of respect for Fritz, he feels that 
he isn’t biased. 
“Everyone accuses me of her 
being one of my favorites, but I'd 
like to think that they are all my 
favorites,” he said. 
(at HSU),” she said. “I'm not 
burned out right now.” 
itis logsaienstenher that’s witat I expect to oce from her 
next season,” Cheek said. “Her 
arean hook. She waants 





































































































Your Placg to Bead... 
..free help with design & assembly! 
tools and workspacg for youl 
on unriveigd selection of Beads 

















Wednesday, April 19, 1995 The Lumbesjack _30 
Track gaining respect on national level Sprinter 
wins award As the season end draws closer, 
the HSU track team continues to 
add names to its list of potential 
NCAA meets. 
last weekend as the ‘Jacks came Ps ean bon wk es oh 
away with yet another top perfor- recognized 
mance at the Oregon Invitational letic ability, but she is now being 
in Eugene Saturday. honored on a different level. 
Senior sprinter Juan Ball added Ball, an All-American sprinter, 
two more meet records to her list, was named one of 450 recipients of 
winning the 100-meter dash in - the inaugural Arthur Ashe Jr. 
11.52 seconds and the 200-meter - Sports Scholar Awards, pre- 
sented to minority scholar ath- 
     
  
dash in 23.91 seconds. 
Ball also added her name to letes. ; 
HSU's record book as she teamed The award, named for the late 
up with Keeta Zimmerman, Tonia tennis star, izes minority 
Coleman and Rosie Manning to scholar athletes who maintained 
run a school-record of 46.88 sec- a 3.2 or higher grade point aver- 
onds in the 400-meter relay. the Fall semester. 
Another highlight of the meet “I'm thrilled that she was 
came from distance runners An- i recognized,” said track coach 
drea Gibbens and Kim Sousa, who ee James Williams. “I'm glad to see 
improved and solidified their ce her — for something 
chances of going to the Division II = other her ing.” 
enn eee Williams aloo said Balliisatwo- 
meetby recording timesofS7min- 94, 5, gaine ctride in the middie of the pack in the 800-meter race last weekend 





race. The are the only Divi- _ respect from other schools. surprise they lostas Ball ended up Ball said she sees the award as 
times are also sion II schoolsto Ata pregsconference yesterday not only winning but making a a great honor, ially since 
the fourth f eres —— compete in the Williamssaidatthe Invitationalhe —_ meet record. she has admired Ashe since 
and seventh |, meet. overheard an ing coach bet “Even if all the athletes don't childhood. 
beat in school “It's going to histeam thatifJuan Balldidn'twin  knowus yet the coachesdo,”said “I have a great deal of respect 
history. = Gaps be abig meet this the 100-meter race against the Di- Williams. ° for what Arthur Ashe accom- 
Next up = ae weekend,” said vision I All-American unner from The season will be wrapped up plished as an athlete and as an 
for the "Jacks Head Coach Oregon they wouldn'thavetorun  withan NCAC dual versusChico African American,” Ball said. 
is the Berkeley 8-Way Invitational James Williams, who was happy their event. before the conference champion- “He really pushed for activism 
this weekend. HSU a d UC Davis the teams are finally getting some = The team agreed and to their ships in May 6. for African-American athletes.” 
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long-term benefits 
Ecologically conscious residests don't need to be concord sows oj Wedaes- 
rr the community forest approved by the Arcata City Council Wednes- 
Thecouncil hasn't rubber-stamped a clear-cut similar to the one two years on the 
et naa Tnatead it hee provided a viable option toa recurring 
financial : 
PrThe McDowell clear-cut involved a stand of trees on private property. This 
_ an ieee depen OE pe 
The community forest THP is of a long-term forest-management plan incorpo- 
ee ield management, as well as maintaining the enviro
n- 
balance of the forest. 
The money raised goes into a fund used to maintain the forest, replanting spots
 
pach: =e nem +d such as the ity forest. Consider the 
alternative: Without periodic cuts, the forest would not only be by ne
glect, 
but the city would have to raise taxes to make good on the bonds to buy the
 land 
initially. 
Without any mandate to preserve forested land like the community forest, Arcata’s 
city government might follow the path taken by San Francisco, which has drastically 
cut 
its budget for parks and recreation. 
The only criticism appropriate here is constructive. The council should get fusure 
timber harvest plane approved by te nai for Suatsinable Fores se wnggesis 
Sat ane eS nna . nae is being considered by the Forest Advisory Committee, which 
will recommend it to the council. 
Approval by the institute ofa THP gives it an environmental seal of approval bringing 




     
 
  
imes if you want to make an omelette, you have to break a few eggs. 
Fes 
Letters to the edito 
Right-wing stance does 
more harm than good 
‘There is a neguive wave of conservation 
thes seems 00 be swoapiag the country righ 
now. Tie magetirian comes af 2 tee when 
our country can leset alford &. We are on the 
verge of ocw preeidemtial lection and, ae 
ses    
   
  e ie 2s 
QED 
A     
  
r 
the eymen aceds to 
Saeed enter dis change chould 
ee 
Peale whe advocus this type of notion 
have a hidden thet is much more 
insidiows than for improvement. 
Their cry seesee to aiivocate 
back to the “old school” or old way of 
busieces. 
laman cher, retuming seadent who apert 
several yours inthe U.S. Anny. I have lensed 
success in any mission requires teamwork. 
It’s Game for we to pull together and stop 
irae Conk crying ths loudest now hare 
deol cons betore these inewes affected chem. 
jobe oy ai a eames oka 
ak restrictive, he soon be servicing an aeci- ouxderte 
*t be able 00 Snack 
a pacman oF 
n u a mare won 
Fr rom quo io good encugh. Words lie raed coltware. 
ence of one. college? Wil renee 
Semin, Rebemcos aod suddenly be- Wanyone fers the Semester 
openness school meal? Wal 
comes chostets. of coming wo sunita, hey & 
wy some ofthe Andrew L. Jonss fre able te 
get 
fee dee poor, of ae more then 30 EBts 
in ©6=s-s ean, journaliom The cattle 5 
by best yes 
action, comsarraiven aioe ine Humboldt County. Aarese nite 
ae, paid for ——. teryinng 
proving ae inmotion der, acapy ofa 
Dexienan’s Gebde, Saying baw benedits 
(you) cam a om grow 
i ihe in vee fegen delenes a ive directory ofbecel ex-liee 
services, cm whoet activities 
Segicksaicn 
request 8 via e-mail at greedy legislators 
pos. 
suck on orvliere or acaion. 
a. catenind' Around the country large aramibers of iog- 
Un ould cone om rane Since greed hao no c nscience, 
will polit- 
canoe seveun for dhe words “got rid “ wa BUS co eurvion On epenater 
bo 000 cal cheseges, bomelrigg only de wealthy, See Letters, 




___- OPINION a 
  ‘Hecklers’ were 
‘uth lies in middle heckled themselves | 
can show to life all around us. 
W in audience: “Y: By Pa Si anne eae the highest forms of love which we refrain fom huttony and chem 
I am writing this letter in re- in loving 2. All paretobetreatedas 8. Dominion means carefully : . 
i i i i A Good Wife: “I'll bet equalsn all social relations. We — watching over, not arbitrary ex- | sponse to Adam Deem’s article = The you 
i “H of .«+ (etc.)” do. I'll bet you spread your legs for must treat the less fortunate with _ploitation. It s respect towards on sage dS the March 20ia ucof a
_ the same respect and honor which God's creation because it is his The Lamberjeck. 
we give to the wealthy. in and ours for only ; it quite clear to everyone “ee «al Ie Itis unfortunate you wrote your madeit quite to 
5. God loves all and life our ere ae a article nothaving seen the“whole” _ present we were all worthless, lazy, 
i ees ee m9, Respect son does: | on that now infamous Monday. 
 
   
    
   
  
ere Serene ToT | rent deat took ploceon the Quad ding-eddicted college students 
If you had been present for the and doing everything possible to 
entire episode, you would havere- avoid getting an education.   anonsnaiy st there to piss us duneation one 





mrulicwloaredtens, bet feel ommpelied so poet 
owt some errors im your reasoneng, and a 
5 peers: # ’ 
» 
3 ot 
        
      
    
              
          
      




        
      
   
  
  
    
(ad ci eake, GOO Ct It. ee 
tunate children) “all” had a right to 
who were “just trying to get their 
message across.” ing to the students on 
Perhaps if you would have the as “hypocrites and liars” 
would - exe,” aren yourself 
come to the university for the sole sc hclen tedts eaine 
of getting the crowd all 
were to piss us off right to say it. 
and they were very at it. I can’t understand how 
I'm sure Minister other than a flami 
had a big holy hard-on that grew would be offended by the state- 
with insult slung his way. ment “Real men are gay.” 
Ifyouhad been presentforsome Surely you could have come 
of the to communi- with something better than that. 
ment dhe tn ae Sitko is a religious studies and i an a
» Continued fron page 31 Firstly, you did not, in your letter, give By Antica Souitis Passive coche ia a genous 
examples of problems ‘sesociated’ with the ‘This letter ie 00 inform the academic com- issue that cannot be ignored. 
islators and local officials are, in fact, cattle sharing of power between cultures. Your amaty Ont De Grae ee Oe tal eobacco smoke is asthe third 
rasuchers -- perhaps the same machers who chain was these probleme were an inevitable ——— not been effec: leading cause of deoth behund 
are trying to wrest control of land result of the mixing of cultures (sounding wae since an executive memo- active smoking and alcohol, and has been 
ogiesia sme ces fo deoreis | cle of Fredident Alene McOo s.” ni ths Kartomenstel Prec: order to block you give mo evid nc , s there is office President Alistair McCr e. a d t e Prote - 
other sbuses by cattle no reason for us to believe you are right. On Feb. 19, 1993, Gov. Pete Wilson tion . Paserve smoke is a burden to 
imterests on our , you atiack Ms. Anderson and and issued Executive Order W-42- all who pay $256 dol- 
threatening the existence of many species— Ms. can make « beter henung smoking in stxte-cwnerl hedid- lars ime costs and lost 
a well as ows world for our children. I Ee on oe productivity becouse of disease and early 
When rancher or rancher off- [ just feel fortunate we don't all share your budidings Por. death from smoking. The EPA estimates 
cials control bodies conflict of cynicism. 
ineerest (andi ethécs should be ex- , commem about ‘Billary year 
Climton’ hed ao meaning [ could discern. 
No one can help every good cause but Are you interested in reasoned discourse or heart disease and other cancers as a result 
ae cn be ie oot he “Eee I could and om, bet in the mverests nema “nee ee werent cause, on a 
Overgrased Public Lands — Don’t Buy Beef” of quis Y can only cuapustt. on ono hast of people on campus are of the * 
ancrvrerner. . 
You claim to know what multiculeuralists 
oe think and intend, but the tone and fallle- 
resident ciousness of your statements give me no 
ais confidence that you, in fact, know what you 
No evidence given ea 
You a nals atti- - multiculturalism column wicedéavyat. 
én epee Saree a 
a ’s column race is capable of getting beyond this medi- 
“Medticelnaradion folly:” eval notion to a hagher idea of justice and 
don’t claim to know much about fairness. 
tick Ashenaley 
  
   
  
   
supported by 
students 
By Kasandra Traweek 
I would like to respond 
to the article in 
of Student Health Advisory Committee, I 
was asked by the board to give a litde insight 
to the reasoning behind the fee increa
se as 
well as some of the dynamics o
f the commit- 
tee. 
; 
To begin with, there was concem ex
- 
pressed about the lack of student involve- 
ment in fee increase decisions. SHAC is 
representatives and 
aK members. Next year SHAC will 
change to a student-voting majori y as 
well 
ae sizechertt 
chair poe Since HSU Is 
located in - 





proves to be 
lieve K te very com effective when compared 
to the cost of care in the community. Most of 
the HSU Health Center's fees are ee 
ture, the only way to 
Senetioning 06 Ue lor we 00 oe roe 
increwse. If you lee any questions 
abuut 
Health center [ 
 
By Tesilya Hamaner sad 
Cassandra Teurfs 
___ Areyou tired fjumping 
cational Do you fe
el like gen- 
eral education is just a bunch of require- 
ments that leave a lot to be desired?
 
Should education be relevant and 
mean- 
ingful? Now that may seem like s stupid 
question, but the reality is 
many of our 
general education classes are less than an 
experience in education and more of an 
experience in how 
to bide our time: 
They are often 
taught by profes- 
sors who don’t 
want to be there 
and attended by 
students who 
don’t know why 
they’re in class. 
When students 
| and teachers just 
go through the 
motions, it is a 
blasphemous disrespect to 
the educa- 
when it does not have to be this way. 
What if we told you there may be ways 
to accomplish the goals of GE in less ti
me 
and with far more interesting and rel- 
evant courses? What if general educa- 
tion, rather than being drudgery 
you 
didn’t want to go 
was a mean- 
ingful and engaging 
experience that ex- 
panded your understanding ef the
 world 
in which you live? What 
a concept! We 
the i ee 
° getover   
edu- i 
tion which is necessary for the 
creation of 
° o. 6 ge 
For 
100 course separatel
y, we would like to see 
i class in which wri
t- 
ing skills are also C
lasses such as 
these would accomplish the goals of GE 
in a 
} engaging format. T
he 
only interdisciplinary program that existsis t 
What if we told you 
there may be ways to 
accomplish the goals 




dents a disservice by se
nding us out into a 
world that is becoming increasingly
 inter- 
General Ed. no longer appropriate 
  
connected. It is a world in which disci- 
eradicated by a 
economy that is 
influenced : 7 
corporations, 
gram 
nary nature of our education and our lives. 
We would like to see professors given 
the opportunity to cross 
boundaries in order to team teach 
courses. 
Ifcourses were combined, it could 
po- 
We have teachers and lecturers on this 
campus who are young, enthusiastic 
and 
cheap. These people are vital to the ini- 
tiation of alternative educational pro- 
grams. 
_ The ataiaenaa hon ay Ser   
Republicans sell out 
Contract on America endangers safety 
By Paul Masen 
The Republican “Contract on 
America” is nearly three months 
old now and can be considered 
no less that a revolution. Unfor- 
tunately, it has been a well-or- 
chestrated revolution by business © W 
have conspired with industry to 





"inadien ook the En-
 ae 
sy PT 
to protect the ecological stabil- 
tak- ity of the Earth from cor
porate 
eee 
potentially do is the Excdengered 
sioeaad you 
the youcould have made. 
must 
to climinate ings laws have been targeted 
to devastate endan- 
species and wetland  leg- 
slation. There are takings Fi 
compensate you for is i 
 
~~ 
    
zz paren nena are THRILLS NEED TRANSPORTATION? Try   
  
BATH GARAGE-$1,040 W&D 
two-bedroom suites 
available for one year lease June 
1, 1995. $500 monthly, 
unfurnished--$527 furnished. 
Triple occupancy ok for 10% 
additional. Sth & H st, next to 
pizza parlor. One of Arcata's 
nicest. Quiet. Serving HSU 
tenants for 20 years. Call 822- 
2146 any time for details and 
inspection. Look us over. Talk to 
our tenants. 
ARCATA RENTAL HOTLINE. 
Apartments, Townhouses, & 
Homes Babich & Tonini Realty of 
Arcata. Free list at: 944 H st. 
Arcata. (707) 822-6489 
ROOM AVAILABLE NOW $246. 
Carpeted Sunset view. Veggie 
garden. Cat ok, no smoking. Call 
822-4091 , 629-3430. 
BRAND MEW TOWNHOUSE, 
McKinleyville 3-bed, 2-bath. 
Garage, laundry hook-ups. Private 
yard, students may share. 
$725+600. 839-1227 , 
TRAILER SPACES AVAILABLE, 
at Sandpiper Park 115 G st. 
Arcata. Quiet and pleasant, Park 
located one mile from HSU, $125- 
$145/mo. includes W/G. 
Relerences required 444-2498. 
BRAND MEW ROKE.EVVILLE 
caicaai Water/ garbage pact on be 
$525.+$600. 839-1227 
rangers, | & 
more. Excellent benefits & 
bonuses! Call: 1-206-545-4804 
ext. n60471. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. 
Eam up to $2000/mo. working on 
Cruise Ships or Land -Tour 
companies. World travel. 




internship / Seasonal 
Guidebooks. Created 
for your needs! Call Back Door 
Experiences at 1-800-552-PATH 
for your free student information 
I 
SE
 HT ee ae vee Center Board of Directors is 
accepting applications for student 
Board members. Letters of 
application adressed to Robin 
  
SUMMER STAFF ON 
THE SIERRA NEVADA MTNS: 
One hour northwest of Lake 
Tahoe in the Lakes Basin Recre- 
ation Area. Counselors, super- 
visors, lifegaurds, canoe 
instructors and activi y specialists. 
working with girls necessary. Tent/ 
322-0642 for an application. 
CENTER ARTS PR SENTS IT'S 
ANNUAL SPRING CRAFTS 
FAIR. May 1-5 on the University 
Center Quad. Booth spaces 
available. Discount rate for HSU 
students. Call 826-4411 for more 
  
  
to $3000-$6000+ per month. Room 
& Board! Ti hase! 
Female. 
  
     ATONON a rs 
vane? €s. 19 





$13 3 Street (two doors north of Cafe Mokka) 
FROM L.A. OFF RED DOG 
RECORDS Maximum Roach, 
  
WANTED 
|AM INTERESTED IN LEARNING 
HOW TO PLAY BRIDGE. Does 
any one need a fourth person, that 
they would be willing to teach? Call 
668-4364 
  
engine. New muffier. Just 
smogged. Runs well. $800 Cail 
622-0715. 
:
 i ery i 
a bike. 10-speed, great condition, 
dark blue; chrome dirt many 
new parts; will take . Call 
Doug 825-7731 
SHOGUN ROAD BIKE S0cm-19in 
frame.Fully Dura-Ace equipped. 
Look pedals. $550. 443-4301 
MACS, MACS, MACS! Affordable 
used Mac systems, and 
repair. Sell us your old Mac 
hardware. Macs for the Masses! 
 
REWARD 
REWARD $50. For the videotape 
of May 20,1994 HSU Theatre Arts 
Dept. Brown Derby Awards. Cail 
Jason Singleton 441-1177. 
WANTED 
WANTED 3 OR 4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE TO RENT. Close to HSU 
campus.Responsibie, dependable 












wougiy | —. A a 
SAFETY ~ 
Castrol Oil Change Special $20.95 
ree iG cual ON 
  
    
  
wit Filer and proper disposal 
  
    
¥ 
_ 




© Must be received by 5 po. Friday before publication. 
© Must be typed or sgatly printed. 
© Must include full address of event, a phone nugnber 
© Items are subject te editing. 
PUBLICATION IS NOT GUARANTEED | 
The 
Humboldt State 
Nelson Hall East 6 
Arcata, Calif. 95521 3 
© “Man of La Mancha” will 
be performed in the Van Duzer 
Theatre at 8 
p.m. Tickets 
are from $4 to 
$10. More in- 
formation is available at 826- 
Et Cetera 
© “World Disorder or 
enous Order?” will be the 
of a lecture by Pat Lauderdale at 
2 p.m. in Goodwin Forum. More 




¢ Maximem Reach, Nebedy 
and Citizen Kane will perform 
in the Kate Buchanan Room at 8 
p-m. Admission is $4 and you 
must be 18 or an HSU student to 
attend. More information is avail- 
able at 826-3257. 
diene nee 
‘ext. Doors open at 8 p.m. 
There is no cover for 
doce more than £1. More 
patho to available at 444-CLU®. 




© Retre-revival shew at Club 
West in Eureka. Dancing and 
drink specials. The show be- 
gins at 9 p.m. Those over 18 
are welcome. More information 
is available at 444-CLUB. 
© The Skake-a-Bake Mae- 
stres will perform at a 
Humboldt Art Council artist's 
reception on the Arcata Plaza 
from 5 to 7:30 p.m. More infor- 
mation is available at 442-0278. 
© Cake will perform in the 
Kate 
Buchanan 
Room at 9 
  p.m. Ad- 
mission is 
$5 general 
and $3 for HSU students. more 
information is available at 826- 
3928. 
Theater 
© “Slices” — an evening of 
theater and music will be per- 
formed at the Matee! Commu- 
ee ee 
ion is $3. More infor- 
mation is available at 923-9299. 
be purfonned ia the V1 aco n any 
Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
from $4 to $10. More informa- 
tion is available at 826-3566. 
ea e+ ees em Se ee 
Founders Hall 118 at 7 p.m. Ad- 
mission is free. More informa- 
tion is available at 826-4750. 
Et Cetera 
Fifth annual night 
at 8 p.m. at the Red Lion Inn in 
Eureka will be pre- _ 
Engineering Club. Mes ce D 
students, $10 in a 
advance and $12 at \ 8 
the door. More in- 
formation is available 
at 822-8946 or 826-3928. 
Saturday 22 
Music ' 
© The Band will per- 
form in a benefit concert at 7:30 
p.m. at the Westhaven Fire Hall 
to raise funds to pave Old 
Westhaven Road. Donations are 
$4 for adults $2 for children un- 
der 12, those more than 80 and 
less than 6 are free. More infor- 
mation is available at 677-0895. 
nity totanda te 
tions will be at the 
_- sonic 
emple in Eu- 
reka from $3 




ing. Tickets are $8 in ad- 
vance, $10 at the door 
and $5 for More infor- 
mation is available at 839-3210. 
Theater 
° “Man of La Mancha” will 
   
      
    
  






    
Wednesday, April 19, 1996 
be performed in the Van Duzer 
Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
from $4 to $10. More informa- 
tion is available at 826-3566. 
Et Cetera 
© Renewable energy fair will 
be at Arcata High School from 
10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. It is free to 
the there will be bel hibits 
and music 
e Areata Marsh Day with 
tours will be from 10 a.m. to 4 
p-m. at the Arcata Marsh Inter- 
Club Triangle high e energy 
dance at Club West. . Doors 
open at 9 p.m. Admission is $5 
for those 18 to 20 and $4 for 
those over 21. More informa- 
tion is available at 444-CLUB. 
Et Cetera 
« Critical Mass ride to Head- 
waters. Meet at 10 a.m. in the 
Montgomery Ward parking lot 
in Eureka. 
  





WHAT'S HAPPENING AT THE BREWERY 
Niahit fever Monday) 
ou $1.75 
S ONLY €99 
  
oe   Pints cay $1.75/Pitchers $5.25 
Thirsty Thursday 9-110.m. 
Pitchers only $4.00 
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